**Agence Métropolitaine de Transport**

ATH25412  N Bombardier Cab, AMTL #2002
ATH25413  N Bombardier Coach, AMTL #2022
ATH25414  N Bombardier Coach, AMTL #3

Beginning service in 1998, Altamont Commuter Express connects the cities of Stockton and San Jose. Recently, ACE changed its name to Altamont Corridor Express to better reflect its position as a vital leg of the proposed California High Speed Rail project. A new paint scheme was also introduced, and is being offered for the first time ever on the Athearn Bombardier cars.

**GO Transit***

ATH25422  N Bombardier Cab, GOT #205
ATH25423  N Bombardier Coach, GOT #2000
ATH25424  N Bombardier Coach, GOT #2001
ATH25428  N Bombardier Coach, GOT #3 1
ATH25429  N Bombardier Coach, GOT #3 2

**Model Features:**
- Coaches available with different road numbers
- Window glazing
- Diaphragms
- Cab cars also include horn and bell
- Minimum radius: 11”

**All Road Names**

**Athearn**

ATH25427  N Bombardier Coach, GOT #2407
ATH25425  N Bombardier Coach, GOT #2064

**Visit Your Local Retailer | Visit www.athearn.com | Call 1.800.338.4639**